The Tango Lesson


Neurotango A woman's story of learning to dance, and becoming comfortable in her own skin and in the arms of others: "Witty, incisive [and] vibrantly intelligent."—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) Tango was an unlikely choice for Meghan Flaherty. A young woman living with the scars of past trauma, she was terrified of being touched and shied away from real passion. But by her late twenties, she knew something had to change. So she dug up an old dream and tried on her dancing shoes. In tango, there's a leader and a follower, and, traditionally, the woman follows. As Meghan moved from beginner classes to the late-night dance halls of New York's vibrant tango underground, she discovered that more than any footwork, the hardest and most essential lesson of the dance was to follow with strength and agency; to find her balance, regardless of the lead. And as she broke her own rule—never mix romance and tango—she started to apply those lessons in every corner of her life. Written in wry, lyrical prose, and beautifully enriched by the vivid history and culture of the dance, Tango Lessons is a transformative story of conquering your fears, living your dreams, and enjoying the dizzying freedom found in the closest embrace. "Like Sweetbitter, this is a memoir of a young woman trying to make it in contemporary New York City. Like H is for Hawk and Julie and Julia, it is also portrait of obsession Flaherty is self-aware and writes beautifully."—New York Journal of Books "Flaherty's writing contains moments of real beauty."—Newsday

A short guide to Tango and Cookery A screenplay by the writer/director of Orlando. A female film-maker, struggling with the writing of her new film, gradually abandons herself to the physical world of the tango, under the tutelage of an Argentinian living and performing in Paris. They fall in love and strike a bargain.

Sally Potter You are invited to tango, the world's most sensual and intimate dance, through the stories and memoirs of two American tangueros. The Temptation to Tango: Journeys of Intimacy and Desire will take you where no other book on tango ever has. Short fictional pieces enter the world of tango through the dancer's eyes, heart, and skin; expository pieces provide background with lively accounts of tango's history and evolution, of personal experiences learning to tango, and of the pleasures and challenges of adding tango to our own lives. Alternating fiction and non-fiction the way we have is the only way to capture the multiple voices of tango. Ours is not a "how-to" manual or an historical treatise, but a tour of the erotic steam of crowded late night dance floors as well as the frightening challenges to body and heart. The Temptation to Tango: Journeys of Intimacy and Desire is divided into four parts: "The Lure", "The Reality", "The Challenge" and "The Reward". First, we explore tango's romantic allure, mysterious origins, and exotic dark side. The first short story is about a Catholic priest whose hidden life of tango is exposed. Next, we focus on why tango is so hard to learn; the stresses on the body and inner-world of emotion. We investigate the cultural issues around dominance and submission. Six more short stories tell tales of couples and singles who take-on the tango with very different goals and results. Even after mastery of the dance, challenges abound: the tango scene and how to fit into it, the intimacy factor and how far to take it, and the impact on established relationships. What one can get from persevering along the arduous tango trail is sensual and emotional fulfillment, rewards frequently lacking in our society.

There She Goes
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Atlas of Emotion Body Double explores the myriad ways that film artists have represented the creative process. In this highly innovative work, Lucy Fischer draws on a neglected element of auteur studies to show that filmmakers frequently raise questions about the paradoxes of authorship by portraying the onscreen writer. Dealing with such varied topics as the icon of the typewriter, the case of the writer/director, the autobiographer, and the omnipresent infirm author, she probes the ways in which films can tell a plausible story while contemplating the conditions and theories of their making. By examining many forms of cinema, from Hollywood and the international art cinema to the avant-garde, Fischer considers the gender, age, and mental or physical health of fictionalized writers; the dramatized interaction between artists and their audiences and critics; and the formal play of written words and nonverbal images. By analyzing such movies as Adaptation, Diary of a Country Priest, Naked Lunch, American Splendor, and Irezumi, Fischer tracks the parallels between film author and character, looking not for the creative figure who stands outside the text, but for the one who stands within it as corporeal presence and alter-ego.

Film Bodies Acting as a corrective to the skewed avant-garde history that neglects women, Women and Experimental Filmmaking gathers essays by some of the top scholars in cinema studies dealing with women experimental filmmakers. Tracking the topic across racial, economic, geographic, and even temporal boundaries, Jean Petrolle and Virginia Wexman's selections reflect the deep diversity of methodologies and research. The introduction sets out by addressing the basic difficulties of both historiography and definition before providing a historical overview of how these particular filmmakers have helped shape moviemaking traditions. The essays explore the major theoretical controversies that have arisen around the work of groundbreaking women such as Leslie Thornton, Su Friedrich, Nina Menkes, and Faith Hubley. With the filmmakers re-presentations of women's subjectivity ranging across film, video, digital media, ethnography, animation, and collage, Women and Experimental Filmmaking represents the full spectrum of genres, techniques, and modes. Taken together, these essays comprise a sustained analysis of the conjunction of aesthetics and politics in the work of both pioneer and contemporary experimental women filmmakers.

Verfluchter Tango Neurortango® is a holistic tango therapy method developed by Simone Schlafhorst according to the latest scientific studies and findings in brain research, gerontology, learning psychology, and neuro-motor research. The #NeurortangoTools by Simone Schlafhorst, like e.g. dynamics and contra body movements, are borrowed from the Argentine Tango, simplified and complemented by neuromotor, cognitive, and kinesiological exercises for neurological diseases (#NT-Neurotools) and with further pre-exercises for psychologic target groups (#NT-PsychoTools). The concept is intended for the simultaneous stimulation of new brain connections and the creation of new brain patterns in multiple areas. This method is applied Europe-wide by psychologists, physiotherapists, occupational therapists, neurologists, and other medical doctors to improve or expand motor, physiological, cognitive, or social abilities. The brain is the only organ that controls the functions of psychological as well as motor, cognitive, and sensory processes. Neurortango® starts right there: as a holistic preventive, secondary preventive, and curative therapy/training/or, curative method. Neurortango® is a registered European wordmark.

The Tango Lesson This wide-ranging volume brings together women filmmakers and critics who speak about what has changed over the past twenty years. Including such filmmakers as Margarethe von Trotta, Deepa Mehta, and Pratibha Parmar, and such critics as E. Ann Kaplan, this comprehensive volume addresses political, artistic, and economic questions vital to understanding the relationship of women to the art and business of filmmaking.

More Than Two to Tango Updated and upgraded Tango. The ‘tango’ (possibly) is a collaborator sway that derived in the 1890s alongside the Rio de la Plata, the normal borderline amid Uruguay and Argentina, and shortly outspread to the respite of the planet. There has never been a Tango Guide like this. It contains 211 answers, much more than you can imagine; comprehensive answers and extensive details and references, with insights that have never before been offered in print. Get the information you need—fast! This all-embracing guide offers a thorough view of key knowledge and detailed insight. This Guide introduces what you want to know about Tango. A quick look inside of some of the subjects covered: Argentine Tango - Tango nuevo, Objection (Tango), Futures contract - Contango and backwardation, Argentine Tango - Salon tango, Uruguayan tango, Tangoango, Tango (dance) - History, Argentine Tango - Dance, Tangomarkkinat - Tango Royals, The Tango Lesson - Awards, Tango and Cash - Box office, Tangomarkkinat - Sources, Dance and health - Tangolates, Last Tango in Halifax - Filming, Argentine Tango - Codigos and yeta, Marlon Brando - The Godfather and Last Tango in Paris, Wango Tango - 2014 Lineup, Tango (disambiguation) - Performing arts, Last Tango in Halifax - Critical reception, Tango (dance) - Finnish tango, Tango (1998 film), Queer Tango - History of the Queer Tango movement, La Revancha del Tango - Personel, Tango (music) - 1920s and 1930s, Carlos Gardel, SEAT Tango, World tango dance tournament, Last Tango in Paris - Background, Argentines of European descent - Tango, The Tango Lesson - Critical reception, Argentine Tango - Walking, Ani-balprolo - Tango Compositions, Tango canyengue, The Tango Lesson - Cast, Tango (music) - NeoTango, Uruguayan Tango - Musicians, Tango (application) - Overview, Last Tango in Paris - Accolades, Tango (dance) - Ballroom tango, Tango Nuevo - Origins, Air Canada Tango - Fleet, Tangolates - History, and much more

From Ballroom to DanceSport Named a 2003 Book of the Year by The Guardian [London], winner of the 2004 Kraszna-Krausz Moving Image Book Award in Culture and History (honoring “the world’s best book on the moving images”) and honored as an “Outstanding Academic Title” in Choice, the publication of the American Library Association. With forays into the fields of geography, art, architecture, design, cartography, and film, Giuliana Bruno’s Atlas of Emotion is a highly original endeavour to map cultural history of the visual arts. She insists throughout on the inseparability of seeing and travelling. In so doing, she touches on the art of Gerhard Richter and Annette Messager; the filmmaking of Peter Greenaway and Michelangelo Antonioni; the architecture of cinema and its precursors. Visually luscious and daring in conception, the voyage opens new vistas and understandings at every turn. 

The Tango Effect In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world’s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the
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latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.


Billboard The dance of Argentine Tango: it’s more than just a dance, it is also a culture This book is a valuable companion for all students of Argentine Tango. It introduces the reader to the history and cultural context of the dance, together with key insights. Written in a clear and accessible style, this makes an excellent and enjoyable compliment to dance classes at every level of ability. Prologue by Damian Esell.

The Tango in the United States

Body Double The representation of gender and sexuality is well-explored territory in film studies. In Film Bodies, Katharina Lindner takes existing debates into a new direction and integrates queer and feminist theory with film phenomenology. Drawing on a broad range of sources, Lindner explores the female body’s presence in a range of genres including the dance film, the sports film and queer cinema. Moving across mainstream and independent cinema, Lindner provides detailed ‘textural’ analyses of Black Swan, The Tango Lesson, 2 Seconds, Offside, Tomboy and Girlhood and discusses the queer feminist encounters these films can give rise to. This provocative book is of vital interest to students and researchers of queer cinema, queer/feminist theory, embodiment and affect and offers a unique new way of understanding the relationship between queerness, feminism, the body and cinema.

The Temptation to Tango Every hour in the UK, two people are told they have Parkinson’s disease. For Kate Swindlehurst, the diagnosis was a turning point: refusing to be defined by her condition, she chose instead a radically different path. This is the story of an extraordinary year. It begins with a single tango lesson but grows into an exploration of the dance itself, its history, its music and its incredible healing potential. It is a year in which Kate explored and documented ‘the tango effect’ – the emotional and social benefits of dance on Parkinson’s symptoms. Her personal account echoes what science is beginning to tell us about the powerful and transformative impact of Argentine tango. Intimate and unflinching, The Tango Effect challenges our perceptions of living with a chronic condition. Above all, it takes an honest look at the dark side of the illness while celebrating moments of joy, interconnectedness, acceptance and liberation.

Tango Lessons The first study of the interface between Deleuzian theory and film performance.

Gotta Tango Winner of the British Association of Film, Television and Screen Studies Best Book Prize 2018 Since the 1980s the number of women regularly directing films has increased significantly in most Western countries; in France, Claire Denis and Catherine Breillat have joined Agnès Varda in gaining international renown, while British directors Lynne Ramsay and Andrea Arnold have forged award-winning careers in feature film. This new volume in the “Thinking Cinema” series draws on feminist philosophers and theorists from Simone de Beauvoir on to offer readings of a range of the most important and memorable of these films from the 1990s and 2000s, focusing as it does so on how the films convey women’s lives and identities. Mainstream entertainment cinema traditionally distorts the representation of women, objectifying their bodies, minimizing their agency, and avoiding the most important questions about how cinema can “do justice” to female subjectivity. Kate Ince suggests that the films of independent women directors are progressively redressing the balance, reinvigorating both the narratives and the formal ambitions of European cinema. Ince uses feminist philosophers to interpret such films as Sex Is Comedy, Morvern Callar, White Material, and Fish Tank anew, suggesting that a philosophical understanding of female subjectivity as embodied and ethical should underpin future feminist film study.

Seeing Film and Reading Feminist Theology Sometimes she’s Dr. Jeanette Potts, and sometimes she’s Dr. Tango. As Dr. Potts, she’s on staff in the Cleveland Clinic’s Glickman Urological Institute, and in that role, besides treating patients, she travels extensively as a speaker and lecturer. But her alter ego is Dr. Tango, a skilled dancer who has been totally captivated by the Argentine tango. In this role, she uses the tango to express her life philosophies. She also applies the revitalizing inspiration she derives from the tango to develop a nurturing, mind-body approach to her patients.

Projektion und Wirklichkeit • Are you looking for an Argentine Tango teacher? • Do you want to learn to dance tango? • Are you looking for a private tango lesson? • How to know who a good tango teacher is? • Do you want to become a tango teacher? Then you can read this book! NOTIFICATION: This is not a tango book, nor about how to learn the steps to dance tango in Buenos Aires. This is a book about people, human beings who embrace and relate in a very particular way in an “environment” with their own rules. In the Coach, I find a professional and appropriate figure to accompany us in learning this “language.” I consider it appropriate to compare him with a gardener who knows about the weather, the seasons and irrigation techniques, among many other things. It is taken with seriousness and professionalism to prepare the ground to offer the seed the conditions that satisfy and accompany its development. He is a great observer and takes into account even the smallest details. However, he has confidence and believes in the potential that exists within the seed. He doesn’t need to see what it has inside or check how much fruit it’s going to produce This mystery seems wonderful to me and is revealed little by little during the process of germination and growth. This essay is, on the one hand, for those who are “gardeners” by vocation, with whom I wish to seriously develop this activity. On the other hand, it’s for those people who want to learn to dance the tango and have no idea where or who to start with. Through this path we can end up getting to know ourselves a little more. Be attentive! WARNING: By knowing the tango you are in serious risk of falling in love with the activity, its music and its people.

Essay about the art of embracing people In the earliest years of the 20th century, North American ballroom dancers favored the
Tanze Tango mit dem Leben Argentinean tango is a global phenomenon. Since its origin among immigrants from the slums of Buenos Aires and Montevideo, it has crossed and re-crossed many borders. Yet, never before has tango been danced by so many people and in so many different places as today. Argentinean tango is more than a specific music and style of dancing. It is also a cultural imaginary which embodies intense passion, hyper-heterosexuality, and dangerous exoticism. In the wake of its latest explosion, tango has become both a cultural symbol of Argentinean national identity and a transnational cultural space in which a modest, yet growing number of dancers from different parts of the globe meet on the dance floor. Through interviews and ethnographical research in Amsterdam and Buenos Aires, Kathy Davis shows why a dance from another era and another place appeals to men and women from different parts of the world and what happens to them as they become caught up in the tango salon culture. She shows how they negotiate the ambivalences, contradictions, and hierarchies of gender, sexuality, and global relations of power between North and South in which Argentinean tango is—and has always been—embroiled. Davis also explores her uneasiness about her own passion for a dance which—when seen through the lens of contemporary critical feminist and postcolonial theories—seems, at best, odd, and, at worst, disreputable and even a bit shameful. She uses the disjuncture between the incorrect pleasures and complicated politics of dancing tango as a resource for exploring the workings of passion as experience, as performance, and as cultural discourse. She concludes that dancing tango should be viewed less as a love/hate embrace with colonial overtones than as a phenomenon.
passionate encounter across many different borders between dancers who share a desire for difference and a taste of the ‘elsewhere.’ Dancing Tango is a vivid, intriguing account of an important global cultural phenomenon.

Tango Lessons Examines the exchanges within and through feminist film culture to expand critical horizons in film scholarship.

Argentine Tango - Class Companion: the Guide for Students of Argentine Tango

Tango Lesson (Motion Picture) [clippings]. An insider explores the transformation of ballroom dance into an Olympic sport. Drawing on recent media portrayals and her own experience, author and dancer Caroline Joan S. Picart explores ballroom dancing and its more “sporty” equivalent, DanceSport, suggesting that they are reflective of larger social, political, and cultural tensions. The past several years have seen a resurgence in the popularity of ballroom dance as well as an increasing international anxiety over how and whether to transform ballroom into an Olympic sport. Writing as a participant-critic, Picart suggests that both are crucial sites where bodies are packaged as racialized, sexualized, nationalized, and classed objects. In addition, Picart argues, as the choreography, costuming, and genre of ballroom and DanceSport continue to evolve, these theatrical productions are aestheticized and constructed to encourage commercial appeal, using the narrative frame of the competitive melodrama to heighten audience interest. Caroline Joan S. Picart captured second place at the 2005 United States DanceSport Championships in the World Pro Am Cabaret Champion category, as well as second place at the Millennium National Pro Am Cabaret Championship. When not dancing, she is Associate Professor of English and Courtesy Associate Professor of Law at Florida State University, and is the author of many books, including Remaking the Frankenstein Myth on Film: Between Laughter and Horror, also published by SUNY Press, and Inside Notes from the Outside.


Dancing Tango This survey of Sally Potter’s work documents and explores her cinematic development from the feminist reworking of Puccini’s opera La Bohème in Thriller to the provocative contemplation of romantic relationships after 9/11 in Yes. Catherine Fowler traces a clear trajectory of developing themes and preoccupations and shows how Potter uses song, dance, performance, and poetry to expand our experience of cinema beyond the audiovisual. At the heart of Potter’s work we find a concern with the ways in which narrative has circumscribed the actions of women and their ability to act, speak, look, desire, and think for themselves. Her first two films, Thriller and The Gold Diggers, largely deconstruct found stories, clichés, and images, while her later films create new and original narratives that place female acts, voices, looks, desires and thoughts at their center. Fowler’s analysis is supplemented by a detailed filmography, bibliography, and an interview with the director.
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